
Decent  quality  and  valued
unit

Quality unit that works as advertised. Works well with other
car launchers like Agama and Car Launcher Pro. I recommend
PowerAmp media player although I’m still figuring out getting
the PowerAmp EQ to work properly.

I was slightly skeptical about ordering one of these. But I
decided to take a gamble and so far I’m pleased with the unit.
Touch sensitivity and response is right on point. It’s fairly
easy to operate and more customizable than I figured it would
be. It’s basically just a big cell phone in your vehicle.

Upgrading from a 7″ Android head unit to this 10.1″ unit I had
the advantage of experience with the OS and different car
launchers. Take your time and research the capabilites of this
PX5 Android head unit and you can do almost anything you want,
car stereo-wise. Have fun making your car stereo experience
your own.
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Pretty wild Android head unit

It’s a neat little unit, with a few quirks, it has insanely
fast boot time, I wish the contrast was a. It better and
slightly glares. I am going to try and put a piece of anti-
glare film on it to see if that helps.

I would like a widget to turn on the backup camera without
being in reverse. I have the following working:

1) GPS with voice assist using Google maps works well.

2) Google browser with voice assist works well.

3) Hot spot using iPhone working well. (I can download, I can
mirror, I can browse with Chrome+Google.)

4) FM/AM works well.

5) OBDII working via BT using the Torque app.
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6) TMPS working via USB.

7) Both reverse and park signals are working turning on the
backup camera.

I’m still getting to know the product and might update later
as I get more experience with this Pumpkin Android 10 Car
Stereo 7″ Double Din Universal type( PX6, 4+64G).

Customer review on Pumpkin 7"
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Fits  great  into  my  2001  Porsche  Boxster.  It’s  fast,
responsive, and sounds great. It has way more features than I
expected. I paired the unit with some generic steering wheel
controls without needing any additional adapters. The only
issue with the unit is that you are limited in how you can
tether  your  phone  to  share  mobile  data.  This  unit  relies
exclusively on WIFI / mobile hot spots, which is fine as long
as  you  are  charging  your  phone  while  driving,  otherwise,
mobile hot spots usually drain phone batteries quickly. I
would love to see USB tether and/or Bluetooth tethering, but
PUMPKIN does not currently support those features.

The touch screen is instantaneous, and I love that you can
download apps to it. The wifi and GPS have worked flawlessly
so far. I’ve used both my home wifi in the driveway and my
phone as a mobile hotspot. I’ve made several Bluetooth calls
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and asked the person on the other end how it sounded, and they
couldn’t tell I was on Bluetooth. I ordered the pumpkin backup
cam which also works awesome.
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See more information about Pumpkin AA0342B Android 10 Single
Din Flip Out Car Stereo.
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